
The world’s first Blu Ray and UHD disc back up



Zappiti NAS…backup all of your discs 
Our powerful 8-bay NAS with Rip function will easily backup your CD, DVD, Blu-ray (2D/3D) and even UHD

discs in its original true resolution and format. It is the perfect home entertainment solution to enjoy 

audio and video content in every room of your home.

Zappiti will back-up your movies in their bit-perfect uncompressed format for the best possible experience, 

including 10-bit, HDR, BT.2020, HEVC in glorious 4K UHD resolution with Dolby TrueHD, Dolby Atmos, DTS-HD 

Master Audio, and DTS:X original audio tracks, with quality subtitles in any language.
And your CD audio discs are saved in FLAC and ALAC (Lossless) for amazing sound quality in High Fidelity.

*NOTE: backup function is working with 95% of discs. Indeed, for various reasons, some discs may not be playable or impossible to be analyzed by Zappiti.



Zappiti NAS 
Digital Storage 
The Zappiti NAS 4K HDR provides fail-safe 
storage for your collection using professional disk 
storage technology called RAID-5. If a drive fails, 
data is automatically restored to the hot spare disk, 
without loss of any content. The failed drive is 
replaced without turning off the server or disrupting 
playback in progress.

If your total storage is not enough, you can expand 
it! The Zappiti NAS is a scalable NAS.

*RAID 5 consists of block-level striping, with distributed parity information distributed among the 
drives. Upon failure of a single drive, subsequent reads can be calculated from the distributed parity such 
that no data is lost. RAID 5 requires at least three drives.



Zappiti NAS Audio 
The Zappiti NAS 4K HDR is compatible with CD, 
DVD and Blu-ray Discs. The Zappiti NAS Rip 4K 
HDR can grab the album cover and tags for display 
on your Zappiti players, or iOS and Android tablet 
or smartphone using Zappiti Music Control.

The Zappiti NAS 4K HDR is compatible with all 
universal audio players and systems such as 
Sonos or Oppo Sonica (lossless).





Zappiti NAS Pricing and configuration 
1 Nas Unit 2 Hard Drives

 + + 
3490$   280 – 810$ / piece

From 6TB to 16TB 

3 Extra Additional Drives

399$ each 

Just provide your dealer with the required storage capacity and/or number of additional drives needed to receive 

a personalized quote. contact@zappiti.us.com http://www.zappiti.us.com




